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Tuesday, November 26. 2013

JXD-a7800 : Atari 7800 emulator for JXD

Hi All,

ProSystem is the best emulator of Atari 7800 game console, running on Windows system.
It has been written by Greg Stanton, see Greg Stanton web site for details.

Here is a port on JXD of my Pandora port version.

I have modified the Pandora version and port it to android using the amazing framework of Pelya, a big 'merci' for his
awesome work. See  his site for more details.

Here is a binary version :
android-a7800-v1.1.0-apk.zip

The source code :
android-a7800-v1.1.0-src.zip

Enjoy,

Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in Atari 7800 at 22:08

thx a lot!! finally there is a a7800 emulator for android
    emusilent on Dec  3 2013, 03:44

Please would it be possible for you to make a version of game and watch for the psp.

Also more import is it possible to make your zx81 emulator run hires zx81 games If not can you edited it so it can.

I would be very greatfull.

PS has you have a light pen and Vectrex you may be able to give this a try.

http://www.retrocollect.com/News/unreleased-mb-vectrex-holy-grail-mailplane-rom-available-to-download.html

Thanks and Merry Xmas
Dazman
    Dazman on Dec 22 2013, 14:00

Hi Dazman,

I havent touch my psp from years now, i don't even know if i would be able to re-compile any of my homebrew. 

Regarding zx81 emulator, unfortunately i am using xz81 emulator that doesn't support hi-res games. I should have ported another
emulator for hi-res, but this one was running under linux (so easier to port to any other platform).

Finally to answer your last question, i have build my own vectrex light pen (with my good friend Buzz) 

Cheers and merry xmas,       Zx
    zx-81 on Dec 23 2013, 18:56

this is great, thanks!

will this ever get on thr android store?  
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And is there a newer version? The sound doesnt work but otherewise plays nicely with a joystick overlay onscreen
    rtd on Nov 21 2014, 02:46

I would like to know how I can get this to work with my Fire TV game controller since it does work on there.
    Vic George on Mar  5 2015, 22:23
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